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ABSTRACT
We describe a software platform for the rapid development of general purpose GPU (GPGPU) computing applications within the MATLAB computing environment, C, and C++: Jacket. Jacket provides thousands of
GPU-tuned function syntaxes within MATLAB, C, and C++, including linear algebra, convolutions, reductions,
and FFTs as well as signal, image, statistics, and graphics libraries. Additionally, Jacket includes a compiler
that translates MATLAB and C++ code to CUDA PTX assembly and OpenGL shaders on demand at runtime.
A facility is also included to compile a domain speciﬁc version of the MATLAB language to CUDA assembly at
build time. Jacket includes the ﬁrst parallel GPU FOR-loop construction and the ﬁrst proﬁler for comparative
analysis of CPU and GPU execution times. Jacket provides full GPU compute capability on CUDA hardware
and limited, image processing focused compute on OpenGL/ES (2.0 and up) devices for mobile and embedded
applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Jacket is a software platform developed at AccelerEyes,1 that allows users and programmers to rapidly develop data-parallel programs in MATLAB (by Mathworks2 ), C, and C++, on CUDA-capable GPUs for HPC
applications and OpenGL/ES (2.0 and up) capable GPUs for mobile and embedded applications. Jacket provides a simple, high-level matrix abstraction over low-level GPU APIs such as CUDA and OpenGL along with
thousands of GPU-tuned functions to allow users in science, engineering, and ﬁnance to take full advantage of
GPU hardware.3 The combination of a simple matrix language, automatic memory management, on-the-ﬂy
compilation, parallel GPU FOR-loop construction, hybrid CPU/GPU proﬁler, interactive hardware-accelerated
graphics library, and MATLAB language compiler make Jacket well suited to rapid prototyping of data-parallel
algorithms and building end-to-end applications.
Over the last decade GPUs have proliferated both consumer and developer computers. Despite the growing
list of success stories, GPU software development adoption has had a slow rise. The slowness of the rise is
attributable to the diﬃculty in programming GPUs.
Cg, GLSL, HLSL, and Brook marked the beginning of stream programming, a precursor to general purpose
GPU programming, where computation is mapped onto the graphics pipeline and consequently subject to various constraints. Following on the heels of these technologies, CUDA and OpenCL introduced a more generally
programmable software architecture, easier than stream programming but harder to program than standard
single-threaded C/C++. However, even with these advances there remains a steep learning curve for the average
programmer to reach success with CUDA, OpenCL, etc.
Jacket is attempts to bridge this gap by mapping high-level languages (i.e. easier to program than standard
C/C++) onto the underlying hardware. The goal is to deliver progammability without sacriﬁcing performance.
Several previous companies also made attempts to reach this goal. One of the ﬁrst such companies, PeakStream (now at Google) built a C/C++ runtime and library of functions providing a rich toolset to GPU
development. RapidMind (now at Intel) built a ﬂexible middle-layer supporting various frontend languages and
backend hardware targets. Both of these sought to bridge the gap between the hardware and developers. One of
the newest platforms for GPU development, Jacket, allows programmers to use the high-level M-language and to
abstract away the low-level details of GPU programming. The result is increased productivity and performance.
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2. JACKET
2.1 API: MATLAB and C++
Jacket revolves around a single matrix class, the garray, and its typed subclasses,
C++
f64
f32
c64
c32
b8

MATLAB
gdouble
gsingle
gdouble
gsingle
gboolean

Description
Single-precision (ﬂoat) array on GPU
Double-precision (ﬂoat) array on GPU
Complex double-precision array (cuComplex) on GPU
Complex single-precision array (cuComplex) on GPU
Boolean array (8-bit bool) on GPU

Jacket garrays are multidimensional, can be generated via simple matrix creation functions such as (ones,
rand, etc), and can be manipulated with arithmetic and functions much like standard scalar CPU-side counterparts.
Additionally, Jacket provides a parallel FOR-loop implementation, gfor, which executes arbitrarily many
instances of independent routines in a data-parallel fashion.

2.2 A Simple Example: Stereo Disparity Computation
f32 left = get_img(), right = get_img(), sad;
gfor (i = 0; i < nshifts; ++i) {
f32 shifted = circshift(right, 0, i);
f32 diff = abs(left shifted);
sad(span,span,i) = conv2(diff, f32::ones(5,5));
}
f32 disparity = min(sad, 3);
Figure 1. Using Jacket to compute the horizontal disparity between two images using plane sweeping and a 5-by-5
correlation window. All disparity computations and the ﬁnal minimum are executed in parallel while the source code is
kept clean and simple without diving into low-level GPU APIs.

We demonstrate that the Jacket API (both MATLAB and C++) in the simple example depicted in Figure 1
showing computation of stereo disparity between two images. This code runs on all GPUs that Jacket supports
and remains concise without the need for low-level GPU programming APIs such as CUDA or OpenCL.
We describe the program line by line. The declaration of left, right, and sad indicate that we will be
working with 4-byte ﬂoating point arrays and that left and right are imagery that we have acquired. We
assume that all arrays are the same size.
The second line indicates via the gfor keyword that we will be computing the following block nshifts +
1 times from 0 to nshifts in parallel. All subsequent commands are still executed only once, but instead of
describing one computation, each command invokes nshifts + 1 computations. Thus, the next command shifts
the right image 0 pixels, 1 pixel, 2 pixels, etc. and stores the results (if compiled and executed immediately) as
a handle in the variable shifted. The remaining lines compute the sum of the absolute diﬀerence between the
two images (multiple times as is the case with the ﬁrst line) in a sliding 5-by-5 window. Finally, the minimum
over all computed sums of absolute diﬀerences (SADs) is taken. Note that during execution Jacket may be
compiling commands together lazily and all the previously discussed operations may be merged into one batch
of execution of the GPU and dispatched.
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2.3 Compiling M-Code: gcompile
Oftentimes, a more ﬁne-grained description than vectorized code is required to properly describe a procedure.
Therefore, Jacket includes a facility, gcompile, which allows the run and build-time compilation of a domain
speciﬁc version of the MATLAB language to GPU code. gcompile allows the use of control ﬂow directives (if,
while, for, break, etc) in order to express more ﬁne grained algorithms than vectorized code allows.
We demonstrate the ubiquitous map/reduce operation utilizing gcompile in Figure 2. The code in the left
hand side pane begins by deﬁning a string containing the code to be compiled via the verbatim command ??.
The following code block implements a capped norm of the vectors in at a supplied threshold. On the ﬁrst
line, gcompile compiles the code block and returns a handle that may be utilized as a normal function to run
the code described in the string. Finally, the last line utilizes the compiled function to perform the reduction
(capped norm) on the given vectors.
reduce = gcompile(verbatim);
%{
function single_result = map(in)
err = norm(in);
if (err < threshold) result = err;
else
result = 0;
end
%}
all_results = reduce(map, vectors);
Figure 2. gcompile allows the speciﬁcation of routines that require ﬁne grained control ﬂow that vectorized programming
alone may not be able to express. gcompile allows the run and build time compilation of a domain speciﬁc version of the
MATLAB language to GPU code. gcompile allows the use of control ﬂow directives (if, while, for, break, etc)

2.4 Optimizing Hybrid GPU/CPU Programs: gproﬁle

Figure 3. Example report from the gprofview facility in Jacket. gprofview allows execution and timing of code on both
the CPU and GPU and the exploration of the timing data overlaid on a source code browser. The left hand side depicts
the overview proﬁling page for a piece of source code and the right hand illustrates a detailed breakdown view showing
CPU/GPU timings on a line by line basis.
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Focussing solely on either GPU or CPU performance in a program means that only a portion of the available
resources in a computer are being utilized to their fullest extent. It is well known that whereas GPUs are
particularly well suited for data-parallel tasks, CPUs are better suited for task-parallel operations with complex
memory access patterns and control ﬂow.
To achieve maximum performance from a program, Jacket provides a hybrid CPU/GPU proﬁling tool that
reports on CPU and GPU timings for all function calls within a program and provides a report detailing a
comparison of the two (See Figure 3). As shown, the code run in the ﬁgure performs more than 2 times better
than the CPU overall (note Amdahl’s law) whereas key components such as imcol and imerode are over two
times faster. The benchmarks were completed by comparing a recent Intel i5 against a modest GeForce 9600
GPU utilizing Jacket 1.5.
By changing input data sizes and timing CPU/GPU commands close to one another on independent data
sets, one may utilize gprofile to tune for hybrid compute performance leveraging an entire system rather than
just one piece.

3. BENCHMARKS
First and foremost, Jacket provides a development environment that is not only easy to use, but fast. In what
follows, we present benchmarking data of Jacket against the well known performance libraries IPP, MKL, and
Eigen, with a ﬁnal emphasis on 1D, 2D, and 3D convolution.
Figure 4 illustrates timings between a GeForce 480 GPU and a Intel i7 950 CPU with 4 cores (hyperthreading
enabled) for an assortment of various heavyweight operations. As shown, Jacket is capable of accelerating these
commands to a maximum of 12x against IPP (diﬀ command). Figures 5, 6, and 7 illustrate benchmarks of Jacket
versus IPP on several diﬀerent GPUs and CPUs (see legends) for convolution operations with varying kernel and
signal sizes. The maximum speedups obtained with an Intel i7 950 against a GeForce 480 were 50x (largest case
of conv), 150x (largest case of conv2), and 200x (largest case of convn). All operations were performed in double
precision.

Figure 4. Various benchmarks.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented Jacket, a high-level platform for the rapid development of fast algorithms and
applications on the GPU. We presented Jacket’s simple API, its compiler, and proﬁler. We then closed with
results showing that Jacket provides a fast approach to CPU computing.
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Figure 5. Various benchmarks.

Figure 6. Various benchmarks.
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